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About This Game

Snail Trek - Chapter 2: A Snail Of Two Worlds is the second in a series of "20 minute adventures" where you take on the
role of a crew of snails on a journey to a new home world.

In the style of the early Sierra Online adventure games, Snail Trek has colorful EGA-ish graphics and a text parser interface.
Relive the nostalgia in these bite-sized adventures - but without all the pain. Autosaves, a text parser with auto-suggest, and

puzzles with no dead ends, all combine to bring this old genre into the modern era.

In Chapter 2, you are fighting for your survival on an alien world. With the odds against you and your crew, will you be able to
use your wit and grit to persevere and find safety? And will you solve the mysteries behind your predicament and what it means

for your civilization?

Key Features

 Switchable characters (new for chapter 2!) - solve puzzles by having the snails work together.

 Autosaves - no need to save every few minutes (though you still can if you want).
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 A text parser with both auto-suggest and auto-correct - fat finger your way to puzzle glory (but you can turn them off if
you want to suffer more greatly).

 A text parser that understands what objects are in front of you, so you can be lazy and just type things like 'get' or 'look'.

 CRT emulation mode that gives those pixels an ever-so-slightly fuzzy look.

 A stereophonic score.

 Cute snails.

 Deaths (but hey, autosaves).

 No dead ends! Puzzle your way around with impunity!

 Widescreen aspect ratio, since monitors are more rectangular now.
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Title: Snail Trek - Chapter 2: A Snail Of Two Worlds
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Phil Fortier
Publisher:
Phil Fortier
Franchise:
Snail Trek
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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This game is very minimal but also very clever. The levels are mazes made of invisible floating platforms. As you try to figure
out where the path is you will be mentaly challenged and take a leap of faith with every step. That is the story of this game it is
minimal, the graphics are nothing special, and this is the first game of an small development team. Yet if you take a leap of faith
with it you will not regret the purchase. It has clever and challenging puzzles, unique mechanics, and an effective story.. This is
simple single jumping game with very simple and easy to learn mechanics. Play only if you want to kill your free time. This
game contains achievements. Beautifully done pixel art in a colorful yet dark mood. I love the original character sprites and
portraits and the modern city done in a retro yet fresh style. I'd love to see more resources in the style. Cyberpunk would work
great with these types. Futuristic and Space opera too. Thanks for the awesome resource.. Absolute RUBBISH.
Game lasts 30 seconds because there is NO F&*&ing inhaler!
ALL PLAY THROUGHS show inhaler under pillow.
NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Nothing. Then you die !
DON'T waste your money!. Played the hell out of this on Windows XP pre-Steam, but doesn't work on Windows 7 which really
sux because it's a really good game. Tried the workaround they have in the forums. Still doesn't work right.

Go ahead and buy this game if:
1) You love looking at a big black screen
2) You love watching your pc feeze
3) You love looking at your desktop and wondering "What he hell..... fun but easy to beat. Pretty much what you expect from
the holy potatoes franchise. This game tried to buy my soul for an extra life.... Sure, the UI is dated and overall look is rather
ugly, but underneath that veneer is the best American football simulation out there. It'll take a little work to get into the game, as
with any text-based sim, but once you start to get comfortable with the game's language and layout it allows for the best GM
experience out there.

Then join a multiplayer league and fall in love all over again.
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Played about 1 hour of this game the aiming is atrocious the enemy is way too hard the AI on your team is like dingbats makes
you appreciate how far the fps genre has gone from this atrocious aiming nothing like call of duty world at war where you can
actually aim properly and your stuffs not aiming in the air wouldn't reccomend. It's FPS with interesting story, puzzles, action,
horror, easter eggs, philosophy. It has diverse gameplay with mini games. And definitely made my day.
I hope game creators will stick to the same approach in their new games.. It's times like this I wish there was a neutral option for
a review!
This game is not for me, but I can certainly tell that there is an audience for it, and it does not deserve a thumbs down.
I give a quick overview of the basics of the game and my opinions here:
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=t3c6HtLqjcc
If you would like to check it out.
. Great class, lots of fun
. I really enjoyed this game! It was a lot of fun making progress building things, farming and interacting with\/unlocking more
characters. Will be keen to replay sometime in the future.
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